
REASONS

WHY YOU
SHOULD 
BUY
M32 
OVER 
WING
?



03
More Dedicated Knobs And 
Button For Immediate Reach
There are more processing buttons
and knob built on board for instant
adjustment. In WING, the buttons and
knobs are shared in conjunction with
the touch screen usage in the
workflow.

REASONS

01
Matured Product
M32 has been in the market for
around 8 years. Along these year,
there are numerous firmware update,
increasing number of hours in road
tour, successful concert using M32. The
workflow, features and capabilities has
been fully optimized. Don’t believe?
You can ask any of these thousands of
sound engineers in the world.  

02
Full IO Built In On 
Board
M32 full IO capability is
all built on board. There is
no need to purchase any
stage boxes to make the
console to run its maximum
capacity. For start-up user,
the initial investment will
be lower as there is no
need to purchase any
stage boxes.

04
Midas PRO Motorised 100 
Mm Faders 1 Million Life Cycles
M32 is using 1 million life cycles Midas
PRO Series fader. Midas’s fader is designed
to be the world’s most reliable motor fader
where material science was taken into
account for the most durable fader motor.
The million cycle fader is 3 times other
console in the world.



05
Longer Layer
M32 has the longer fader strip
in a single layer. That’s 16
faders in a layer. This make one
shot full glance at the bigger
channel count or output view. 

06
Dedicated FX Return
8 Dedicated FX Return ready for
immediate usage making fast FX
send and return operation. These
dedicated FX does not eat up the
input channel count.

07
Ultramodern & Classic 
Outlook Design By Bentley
Designer
M32 employs modern and classic 
outlook design from the designer of
Bentley. The result is the slanting,
easy to navigate, nice looking mixing
console. On contrary, WING went for
retro and vintage look.

08
Midas 10-Year 
Warranty
10 Year Warranty* versus
Behringer 1 Year Warranty. 
That’s pretty self-explanatory.

09
192 Khz ADC And DAC
Midas utilize audiophile Cirrus
Logic multichannel 192 kHz
capable ADC and DAC converter
with 114 dB dynamic range with
low distortion and low noise 
performance.

10
Brand
Midas has been in the top end
pro audio market for over 40
years. It has been used by
countless world tours by
greatest artists and the most
prestigious events. Behringer
WING benefits by many Midas
engineers by technology
transfer within the Music
Tribe brands. Midas is second
to none in digital mixing console.

* Te T T rmrr s And Condition ApA plies




